UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
ALASKA

Upper Air Inflation Bldg.
Kotzebue Airport
Kotzebue AK 99752
Landholding Agency: DOC
Property Number: 27202130006
Status: Unutilized
Directions:
   Included chain-link fence.
Property is located on leased land and cannot be legally accessed without obtaining a lease from the land owner. A secured facility with sensitive Government equipment and utilities that are required for 24-7 weather service and aviation operations. Property is not accessible to the public.
Comments:
Reasons:
   National Security Concerns Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration

Air Inflation Bldg. and Aux
King Salmon Airport
King Salmon AK
Landholding Agency: DOC
Property Number: 27202130007
Status: Unutilized
Comments:
   Offsite removal only. Circa 2964, wood, metal, concrete buildings. 3 items totaling 785 SF. Extensive structural deterioration. No public access.
Reasons:
   Structural Damage - Extensive Deterioration
UNSuitable properties
BUILDING
UTAH

Kent's Lake (Middle) Toilet
Forest Road #137 Kent's Lake CG
Beaver UT 84713
Landholding Agency: Action
Property Number: 12202130001
Status: Excess
Directions:
    NRM #233042 CN 1481.002991
Comments:
    Offsite removal only. 26-yr-old, 153 SF, precast concrete comfort station/toilet.
    Remote location.
Reasons:
    Other - Comfort station/toilet.

Kent's Lake (Upper) Toilet
Forest Road #127, Kents Lake CG
Beaver UT 84713
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130009
Status: Excess
Directions:
    NRM #233043 CN 1482.002991
Comments:
    Offsite removal only. 26-yr-old, 1532 SF precast concrete comfort station/toilet.
    Remote location.
Reasons:
    Other - Comfort station/toilet

Bentensen Flat Romtec Toilet
Forest Road #151 Bentensen Flat Trail Head
Cirvleville UT 84743
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130010
Status: Excess
Directions:
    NRM #233051 CN 1484.002991
Comments:
Offsite removal only. 29-yr-old, 48 SF, precast concrete comfort station/toilet. Remote location.

Reasons:
Other - Comfort station/toilet
UNSUITE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
UTAH

Kent's Lake (Lower) Toilet
Forest Road #121, Lower Birch CkTrail Head
Beaver UT 84713
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130011
Status: Excess
Directions:
NRM #233042 CN 1480.002991
Comments:
Offsite removal only. 26-yr-old, 279 SF, Precast concrete comfort station/toilet.
Remote location. Seasonal use only – summer/fall.
Reasons:
Other - Comfort station/toilet

Kent's Lake (Middle) Toilet
Forest Road #137 Kent's Lke CG
Beaver UT 84713
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130012
Status: Excess
Directions:
NRM #233042 CN 1481.002991
Comments:
Offsite removal only. 26-yr-old, 153 SF, precast concrete comfort station/toilet.
Remote location.
Reasons:
Other - Comfort station/toilet

Loop CG Vault Toilet
Forest Road #171 Loop CG
Tooele UT 84022
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130013
Status: Excess
Directions:
NRM 19011313, CN 1116.00344
Comments:
Offsite removal only. 76-yr-old wood comfort station/toilet. Remote location.
Reasons:
Other - Comfort station/toilet, remote location
UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
BUILDING
UTAH

Lower Narrows CG Vault Toilet
Forest Road #171 Lower Narrows CG
Tooele UT 84022
Landholding Agency: USDA-FS
Property Number: 13202130014
Status: Excess
Directions:
   NRM 19011309, CN 1112,00344
Comments:
   Offsite removal only. 76-yr-old, 45 SF, wood toilet. Remote location.
Reasons:
   Other - Toilet, remote location

UNSUITABLE PROPERTIES
LAND
ARIZONA

Former Mesa Substation (Land)
1340 E. University Avenue
Mesa AZ 85203
Landholding Agency: GSA
Property Number: 54202130001
Status: Excess
GSA Number: 9-AZ-1738-AA
Directions:
   Landholding Agency: DOE, disposal agency GSA. Lat/Long:
   33.422510/-111.801570. APN: 37-04-007B, Map Identification: 150-180LW (Wide
   World of Maps, Inc. Portion of a prehistoric canal crosses the NE corner of the
   parcel, and it is determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register of
   Historic Places under Criterion D (Information Potential). The canal is not visible
   on the ground surface of the facility. Overhead electrical wire transmission lines
   and transmission lines right-of-way for perpetual non-exclusive public utility
   purposes (see provided Easement Map). There are three (3) overhead electrical wire
   transmission lines and two (2) transmission lines right of way for perpetual
   non-exclusive public utility purposes (see provided Easement Map).?

Comments:
9.30 +/- acres. The site is rectangular shaped of vacant land covered in gravel and portion w/ paved parking lot. No general public access. Appointments with known individuals only.

Reasons:
Other - See directions and comments